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Abstract— The increasing size of distributed data sources
often leads to large amounts of answers to user queries
(information overload), and long response times. Moreover,
querying systems do not sufficiently take into account and make
use of the user-related information (preferences, context, ...)
that constitute their profile. In this, they are far apart from
personalized systems that adapt their behavior or service to
the user. Although user-adaptive systems are mostly found on
the Internet, the personalization concept is more general. This
paper discusses the possibility and implications of combining the
use of summaries with a personalized service, in the querying
of a database. The personalization aspect consists in allowing
the user to choose their own querying vocabulary, by means of
linguistic variables, while the use of summaries increases the
efficiency of the querying. Several ways of doing so are identified
and search algorithms for the different cases are proposed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For some years, it has been an undoubted fact that the
average size of databases is exploding. The wide availability
of computing power and low cost of high-capacity storage
units contribute to this phenomenon. So do the interoperability of systems and diversity of data sources. One can
safely assume that the amount of data accessible to a user is
widely beyond their immediate grasp. Means to circumvent
the problem of finding relevant information in large databases
include summarization techniques (e.g., see [1], [2], [3], [4])
and, among them, the SAINTETIQ database summarization
model [5] which is considered in this paper. Summarization
quickens the database querying at a loss of precision, but is of
great interest when precision does not matter. Indeed, it leads
to condensed, and then more easily comprehensible, answers.
However, a limitation relies in the fact that summarization
techniques are usually not provided with tools for endusers to efficiently use the summaries. As a consequence,
users have to directly interpret the summaries, which is
conceivable with a few summaries only. In other cases, tools
are necessary. This is why algorithms for querying a database
by using summaries of S AINTETIQ have been proposed [6].
On another side, the world wide web revealed useradaptive systems as an interesting field for researchers and
industries. These systems, a.k.a personalized systems, tend
to some extent to treat each user as an individual instead
of an anonymous service solicitor. Because of the numerous
benefits of a user-adapted service [7], personalization systems may have applications even outside the Internet arena
(e-commerce, forums, news-feeds, . . . ).
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Another approach to handle the database size and userdisregarding problems consists in making use of interests,
preferences or characteristics of the users. These additional
information and constraints allow personalized querying systems to reduce both the search spaces and number of queried
sources (thus reducing the response times), and the number
of answers (thus reducing the information overload).
This paper tries to mix both approaches and to enlighten
the interest of data summaries in the context of personalized
querying systems. The studied approach consists in allowing
the users to choose their own vocabulary when querying a
database, by means of linguistic variables defined in their
profile, and then to obtain the required granularity level
in the answers. It also consists in making use of database
summaries in order to improve the efficiency of the process.
This approach also extends previous works in the field of
flexible querying systems for databases, and summaries handling tools (see [8], [9]). Algorithms for searching a database
using the predetermined vocabulary of the S AINTETIQ summaries have already been designed [6]. However, they cannot
make use of another vocabulary, while most of the flexible
querying systems (for instance, SQLf [10] and FQuery
[11]) allow the definition and use of query terms on-the-fly.
Algorithms proposed here extend the ones in [6] to the use
of user-specific vocabulary, by means of linguistic variables
stored in their profile.
First, Section II presents the particular kind of database
summarization considered in this article, which is based
on the introduction of imprecision. It also briefly presents
the SAINTETIQ prototype, before discussing the use of
summaries in a querying process. Then, Section III shows the
possible applications of summaries in personalized systems.
Last, Section IV focuses on summaries querying algorithms.
Several cases are studied, considering several kinds of personalized vocabularies, and exact or approximate computation. In our opinion, there is no ideal method. The main point
of this paper is to discuss different possible approaches only.
Thus advantages and drawbacks of each one are pointed out.
II. DATA SUMMARIZATION
This Section briefly introduces the considered kind of
data summaries. Then it shows the interest of summaries
in querying techniques, and more particularly in the context
of personalized access to data.
A. Imprecision-based data summarization
The data summaries considered in this paper are based
on the introduction of imprecision. The principle is rather
simple. Consider a structured database, whose attributes
are defined on “precise” domains, e.g., the set of integers

for attribute age. The summarization technique consists in
modifying the initial domains into coarser ones. For instance,
the domain for age is changed from integers (about one
hundred values) into a smaller set of values, e.g., {baby,
child, adolescent, young adult, adult, senior}
containing only 6 values. Then, the database is rewritten
using this new vocabulary. As a consequence, numerous
tuples become indistinguishable. Indistinguishable tuples are
“grouped” into a new one. This new (coarser) tuple, associated with the number of initial tuples it represents is called
a summary.
Thus, each tuple from the initial database is represented
in the summarized database, even though in a coarser way.
Other techniques, such as sampling or identifying representative values are not considered here.
The choice of the new attribute domains is a key point
of the summarization process. First, these new domains have
to be defined according to the user interests, and should be
meaningful. They are not designed according to the data to be
summarized. Indeed, summarization is not intended here as
classification or knowledge discovery tasks. Summaries are
produced to outline the database content in a comprehensive
way. This point is particularly important in the context of
personalized access to data.
It is natural to rewrite continuous or ordered initial
domains using intervals (partitioning this domain). Using
classical intervals would lead to the well-known threshold
effect: a tuple whose value is 17.8 would not be included in a
summary whose values are from 18 to 25, although it is very
close. Sometimes it is required, for instance when people
under 18 cannot vote. Here, the threshold is not artificially
added by the summarization process, but exists in the model.
In other cases, it is important to avoid this effect, and for that
fuzzy linguistic variables [12], which are fuzzy partitions of
domains made of overlapping fuzzy sets, can be used.
If making use of fuzzy sets avoid the threshold problem,
it leads to another problem. Indeed, as a drawback of the
overlapping, a tuple from the initial database can be represented by more than one tuple in the summarized database,
as it can belong to several linguistic terms on each attribute.
In practice, this is not really a problem, as most often it does
not add tuples in the summarized database, but only increases
the associated cardinalities.
The granularity of the linguistic variables, representing the
new domains of attributes, determines both the ratio (number
of summaries w.r.t number of initial tuples) and precision of
the summaries. Indeed, the coarser the new domain, the more
compact the obtained database summary, but also the more
imprecise the representation. If it is too fine, the data is hardly
summarized. If it is too coarse, the summaries become not
informative enough.
The granularity level should also be defined according to
the users needs. Too fine, and the user will get too many
and too precise answers. Too coarse and the user will get
too imprecise, and potentially useless answers.
This is why it is interesting to use several levels of

granularity when summarizing a database. These levels could
be obtained either by using thesauri on each attribute, or by
grouping terms of the linguistic variables in a hierarchical
way.
B. The S AINTE TIQ summarization model
These features are implemented in the structured data
summarization model S AINTETIQ developed by our research
team ([5], [13]). SAINTETIQ is founded on an incremental
classification algorithm, and produces linguistic summaries
structured in a hierarchy. The hierarchy building process,
consisting of two steps, is explained on a simple example.
Consider the relation R = (thickness, hardness, temperature) from a MATERIALS table. A tuple from R describes
a material used in an imaginary metallurgy plant to produce
square sheets. Attribute thickness is expressed in mm and
has a limited range (from 0.15 to 50). Attribute hardness
is the final product’s expected value on scale B of the Rockwell hardness test. Attribute temperature is a material’s
melting point.
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Linguistic variables for the MATERIALS table

The linguistic variables associated with the attributes of
R are shown on Fig. 1. Consider the MATERIALS table
composed of the 5 tuples: ta = h10, 38, 900i (copper
and zinc alloy CuZn40), tb = h8, 40, 850i (copper and
tin alloy CuSn12), tc = h12, 44, 896i (copper and arsenic
alloy CuAs05), td = h10, 35, 1530i (iron Fe) and te =
h5, 35, 1453i (nickel Ni). Rewriting these 5 tuples using the
linguistic variables leads to the candidate tuples shown on
Fig. 2. The generated summaries that appear in the hierarchy
on Fig. 3 are described on Fig. 4.
Material
UZ40
CuSn12
CuAs05
Fe
Ni
Fig. 2.

Candidate tuples
ta1 = h 0.7/medium, 1.0/soft, 0.85/moderated i
tb1 = h 0.35/medium, 0.9/soft, 1.0/moderated i
tb2 = h 0.35/thin, 0.9/soft, 1.0/moderated i
tc1 = h 1.0/medium, 0.4/soft, 0.9/moderated i
tc2 = h 1.0/medium, 0.4/hard, 0.9/moderated i
td1 = h 0.7/medium, 1.0/soft, 0.85/normal i
te1 = h 1.0/thin, 1.0/soft, 0.96/normal i
Translation of tuples from table MATERIALS

In the first step, the tuples are translated using the linguistic variables (which are part of a background knowledge
provided by the user). Each attribute value of a tuple is

rewritten using one of the corresponding linguistic labels.
The rewritten tuples are called candidate tuple. As one
attribute value may correspond to more than one fuzzy label
(e.g., 8 mm is described by medium and thin), one tuple
(for instance tb and tc on Fig. 2) may yield many candidate
tuples.
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Part of the summary hierarchy for MATERIALS

In the second step, each candidate tuple is incorporated
into a tree and reaches a leaf node. This can be seen as a
classification of the candidate tuple. The building process is
not detailed here, for the sake of brevity (see [5] for details).
It is sufficient here to notice that the process is incremental.
It then suffers from an order effect (the structure of the tree
depends on the order the tuples are incorporated in). To limit
this order effect, the tree is modified throughout candidate
tuples incorporation, by means of learning operators.
Summary
z3
z4
z5
z6
z7
z1

z2

z0

Intension
h 1.0/medium, 1.0/soft, 1.0/moderated i
h 0.7/medium, 1.0/soft, 0.85/normal i
h 0.35/thin, 0.9/soft, 1.0/moderated i
h 1.0/medium, 0.4/hard, 0.9/moderated i
h 1.0/thin, 1.0/soft, 0.96/normal i
1.0/medium,
i
h 1.0/soft,
1.0/moderated + 0.85/normal
1.0/thin + 1.0/medium,
i
h 1.0/soft + 0.4/hard,
1.0/moderated + 0.96/normal
1.0/thin + 1.0/medium + 0.7/thick,
h 1.0/soft + 0.4/hard,
1.0/moderated + 0.96/normal + 0.75/high
Fig. 4.

i

Description of some summaries

In the hierarchy structure, a level can be associated with
the relative proportion of data that is described by a summary: the deeper the summary in the tree (or the lower its
level in the hierarchy), the finer the granularity.
Thus the lowest level (the leaves) contains the most precise
and specific summaries. Such summaries are similar to
candidate tuples (i.e., the rewritten tuples) in their intensional
expression (z = hα1 /d1 , α2 /d2 , . . . , αn /dn , i): there is only
one label per attribute in these leaf-summaries (see z3 on
Fig. 4).
Then, each intermediate node is just the grouping of its
children nodes, and then is described with at least one multilabeled attribute (e.g. z1 and z2 ). These labels are the union
of the ones in the children summaries.
As a consequence, the root of the tree is the most general
summary, and covers all the data.
Another convenient feature in S AINTETIQ consists in
embedding references of the represented initial tuples in the

leaf-summaries. When precise answers are needed, it is then
possible to directly retrieve initial tuples from summaries.
C. Why querying summaries?
The targeting of database records in flexible queries may
lead to prohibitive response times when a large number of
records is involved, or when sub-queries are expressed. Waiting for an answer for a long time is frustrating, particularly
when the query fails.
Database summaries are a means of significantly reducing
the volume of input for processes that require access to the
database. The response time benefits from the downsizing.
Furthermore, for this querying process, performance does not
depend on specific combinations of attributes, i.e., whether
the attributes are indexed or not, since these summaries are
general indexes for the underlying data [5].
When querying the summaries, the response time gain is
made clearly at the expense of a loss of precision in the
answer. This is of no importance when only a rough answer
is required. For instance, when trying to anticipate bird flu
spread, one needs to estimate “how many” “big” poultry
farming are “near” some flight path of migratory birds. The
precise location, exact number of birds. . . is useless, and interfering information. The user can then choose the adequate
granularity level in both his request and the answers.
Sometimes, imprecision can be a requirement. This is
the case for instance when querying a medical database for
anonymous, statistical information. Indeed, precise information can violate medical confidentiality.
The loss of precision is also of no importance when a
request only aims at determining the absence of information
in a database. This is the case when one wants to know
if a database is likely to answer the query. This point is of
interest in the context of distributed information sources. One
can first query the database summaries in order to rapidly
determine if the database can contain a relevant answer.
Then, the precise query, with much longer response times,
is sent to a limited number of well-chosen sources [14].
When more details about the tuples are needed, querying
the summaries is a first step only: the entire set of relevant
tuples can be easily retrieved from the answer summaries.
The querying mechanism remains efficient, and there is no
loss of precision in the answer. The use of summaries can
even be transparent to the user.
This is also of interest in the context of flexible querying.
In particular when the queries and the summarization process
use the same linguistic terms, efficient querying algorithms
can be used to get the answer summaries [8], [9]. Then,
precise tuples can be retrieved from these summaries. In
this scenario, the hierarchical tree of summaries acts as a
multidimensional index.
III. QUERYING SUMMARIES IN THE CONTEXT OF
PERSONALIZATION

A. Summaries and personalized access to data
In the previous section, is has been shown that querying
summaries is interesting, especially when the vocabulary

used to write queries, and/or to express results is coarser
than the one used to describe the tuples in the database. This
is clearly a kind of flexible query answering system.
Furthermore, as the vocabulary used is different from the
one defined in the database (the domains of attributes), it
is not necessarily set by the DBMS. In fact, it should be
defined according to the user. This is where personalization
is involved.
Indeed, consider a user querying a housing agency
database for “cheap” apartments. What is meant by “cheap”
can vary from one user to the other (e.g., it depends on the
user income), or from one kind of user to the other (e.g.,
“cheap” does not have the same meaning for buyers and for
sellers). This why it is not suitable to define such linguistic
terms in the DBMS, not taking the users into account.
As a first and direct idea, linguistic variables, which give
a mapping from linguistic terms (the new vocabulary) to
precise domain values (see Fig. 1), can be part of the users’
profile. Each user defines his or her own vocabulary, to be
used by the DBMS.
Furthermore, a summary of the database, created with the
very same vocabulary is added to the profile. This idea, along
with its limitations, is studied in the next section.
B. Querying a personalized database summary
In this section, it is assumed that a user has defined, by
means of linguistic variables, a vocabulary he wants to use
when querying a huge database.
First, summaries are not considered. When a query is sent
by the user, using his own vocabulary, the personalization
systems has to rewrite this query, to access the DBMS to get
answers, and then to rewrite the answers according to the
user’s vocabulary (i.e., the user profile).
Although the answer is satisfactory, this querying method
is unnecessarily time consuming, especially in case of big
databases, where response times can become prohibitive.
This is partly due to the fact that the first rewriting and the
database access involve a precision level which is too fine
with respect to the one required in the answer.
In order to decrease this response time, and avoid the
unnecessarily precision in the querying mechanism, one can
make use of SAINTETIQ-like summaries.
Now, suppose that a database summary is built using the
linguistic variables defined by the user, and stored in his
profile.
In this case, querying algorithms have been proposed [6],
[9]. These algorithms are particularly efficient since they
involve boolean operations only (while manipulating fuzzy
sets), and take advantage of the hierarchical structure of
the SAINTETIQ summaries, which acts as a multidimensional index. These algorithms have been implemented, and
experiments have shown a noticeable response time gain
w.r.t. “classical” querying (the efficiency of the S AINTETIQ
summaries hierarchy w.r.t. other multidimensional indexes is
still under investigation).
This approach presents several advantages, but also some
important drawbacks. Among the advantages, one finds the

possibility for a user to define his own querying vocabulary,
and to get very quick answers, expressed with the right
precision level, from a database summarized according to
this vocabulary. But this cannot be obtained at no cost.
A first drawback is due to the necessity to summarize the
database using the linguistic variables from the user profile.
The number of summaries to be created and stored amounts
to the number of users. If there is a limited number of
users, the summaries can be stored by the DBMS. If the
summaries are not too big (i.e., they summarize a middlesized database), storing them in the user’s profile can be
considered. In case of a huge database and numerous users
(which is the most likely case), specific and acceptable
storage mechanisms remain to be found.
Another drawback is due to the summarization time. Even
if the process is incremental, with polynomial complexity, it
is time consuming. From a computational complexity point
of view, the process then suffers from the same kind of problem as explained above from a spatial complexity point of
view. Moreover, from the user point of view, summarization
has to be anticipated. From a system point of view, using
personalized summaries is only conceivable when numerous
queries are to be sent to the database from the same user,
or when response time is very important, and is worth the
anticipated computation time.
Clearly, on a large scale, the ideal solution (from the
querying point of view) presented in this section is hardly
conceivable.
In the next sections, two solutions to avoid these complexity problems are proposed. The first consists in using
group profiles in order to reduce the number of created and
updates summaries. The second is more drastic. Only one
database summary is created, and updated by the DBMS,
using predetermined linguistic variables, while the queries
are still expressed with the user profiles.
C. Summarization according to group profiles
As the database size, and the summaries sizes cannot
be really decreased, the only way to decrease the abovementioned complexity is to reduce the number of summaries.
The real number of users cannot be decreased either. Yet,
each user can no more be allowed to define his own linguistic
variable.
The idea here is to use group profiles. A limited number
of user classes are defined, with well-adapted linguistic
variables to each class. Each user class represents a group of
users who share the same profile. The DBMS has to create
and update the corresponding summaries. And each user can
“subscribe” to one group of users whose profile they share.
This number of groups is determined according to both
the capabilities of the DBMS, and the particular application.
Consider for instance a housing agency database. As said
before, “cheap” has not the same meaning for everybody,
as well as “large”, or “well-located”. On a small system,
two main groups have to be created, one for sellers, and
the other for buyers. On bigger systems, other groups can

be created, as “personal buyer”, “investor”, “personal seller”
which take into account the kind of buyer or seller. More
detailed categories can be imagined, depending on annual
income, profession, age, etc.
This solution has several advantages. First, by contrast
with the solution in the previous section, the number of
summaries to create and update is limited and controlled.
Then, as the querying vocabulary remains the one used to
create the summaries, the above-mentioned efficient querying
algorithms can be used.
The main drawback of this approach is that users cannot
use their own vocabulary. They have to subscribe to a group
profile, and then share the group’s linguistic variables. That
means the user has to learn the linguistic terms of his group
before using them accurately.
At worst, this is not easier than using ad hoc linguistic
terms, predetermined in a DBMS. Indeed, one goal of
personalization is to define in the user’s profile the exact
meaning of the linguistic terms they will use in queries. The
user can “speak his own language”, without having to learn
someone else’s.
This solution is acceptable from a system point of view,
but far from ideal from a personalization point of view.
IV. Q UERYING SUMMARIES USING A PERSONALIZED
VOCABULARY

In this section, only one summary of the database is
considered. It is created using a priori defined linguistic
variables. Thus, the summarization process, as well as the
update process can be managed by the DBMS.
Nevertheless, the user defines his own linguistic variables
in his profile, and will use them when querying the summarized database. As the vocabulary in the queries is different
from the one in the summaries, the algorithms previously
proposed (see [6], [8]) cannot be used directly.
This section is dedicated to the study of summaries querying algorithms when the querying vocabulary is different
from the one used to create the summaries.
A. Precise queries
First consider the case of “precise” queries, i.e., queries
expressed with precise values. These precise values are
the ones from the initial attribute domains, on which the
linguistic variables are defined.
For instance, in the metallurgy plant example detailed
above, a query with precise values can be “what is the
hardness of materials whose melting point is 1530”.
The main point is that summaries cannot give more precise
information than the one they contain.
As a consequence, the precise temperature value 1530 has
to be rewritten as a linguistic term. Here, 1530 is turned into
“normal”, according to the linguistic variable shown on Fig.
1.
Once the query is rewritten, the boolean summaries querying algorithm can be applied. Suppose the system answers
“soft or hard” to the rewritten query: “what is the hardness
of materials whose melting point is normal”.

On a first step, the answer which can be given is nothing
more than: “materials whose melting point is normal are
soft or hard”. According to the semantics of S AINTETIQ
summaries, this answer means that in the database, there are
materials whose couple (hardness, temperature) is (“soft”,
“normal”) or (“soft”, “hard”). The number of such materials,
as being part of the summaries, can be given as well. However, it gives no information on material whose melting point
is exactly 1530. This is not surprising, as summarization is
based here on the introduction of imprecision.
On a second step, in case a precise answer is requested,
one can retrieve the tuples represented by the summaries
(“soft”, “normal”) and (“soft”, “hard”), as record IDs (i.e.,
references to tuples) are included in the summaries representation. This restricted set of tuples has just to be filtered with
the initial criterion (melting point = 1530).
However, in that case where precision is requested, the
use of summaries is questionable. If the summaries exist,
querying them first presents two main advantages. First, in
case of null answers (e.g., no “normal” fusion temperature
materials used in the factory), the null answer is determined
very rapidly, and tuples close to the requested ones can
even be proposed (see [6]). Second, in the other cases,
the summaries hierarchy used in the algorithm acts as a
multidimensional index which will quicken the search. The
efficiency of the summaries as multidimensional index is still
under evaluation, but seems promising.
This leads to Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, information
such as “precise value required” or “repair in case of null
answers” can be part of the user’s profile, then avoiding
interaction.
Algorithm 1 Querying summaries with a “precise” query
Input: QueryInit // Initial query from the user
Input: SummTree // Tree of summaries produces by SAINTE TIQ
Input: Profile // Profile of the user
// Rewrite the query, according to the user linguistic variables
Q ← Rewrite(QueryInit, Profile.LinguisticVar)
// Query the Tree of Summaries using algorithms in [8]
AnsSet ← SummQueryingAlg(SummTree, Q)
// Dealing with null answers
if AnsSet == {} AND Profile.RepairNullQuery == yes then
// Query the Tree of Summaries using repair alg. in [6]
AnsSet ← SummQueryingRepair(SummTree, Q)
end if
// Dealing with imprecision
if Profile.Precision == yes then
// Retrieve precise tuples from the answer summaries
PrecAnsSet ← {}
for all S in AnsSet do
PrecAnsSet ← PrecAnsSet ∪ TuplesFromSumm(S)
end for
// Filter out the tuples according to initial query
FinalPrecAnsSet ← FilterOut(PrecAnsSet, QueryInit)
end if
Output: AnsSet // set of answer summaries (maybe empty)
Output: FinalPrecAnsSet // set of answer tuples (if required only)

Note that a precise value can be rewritten in several ways,
when it belongs to more than one linguistic term. In this

case, it is sufficient to rewrite the precise value with one
term only (any of them). This particular behavior comes from
the summaries building algorithm. Indeed, before a tuple
from the initial database is inserted in the summarization
tree, it is rewritten using the linguistic variables. When, for
some attribute, it belongs to more than one linguistic term,
it is rewritten several times, with each linguistic term it
belongs to. As a consequence, this tuple is represented in
(and referenced by) several summaries.
In brief, when precise (classical) queries are considered,
the SAINTETIQ summaries hierarchy is used either directly
or as a multidimensional index. Directly when imprecise
answers (expressed with the summaries linguistic variables)
are acceptable, after just rewriting the query. As a multidimensional index when precise answers are requested. Indeed,
in this case, the summaries give a superset of the answer set,
which has to be filtered according to the request.
B. Imprecise queries - Exact computation
Now consider imprecise requests, i.e., queries expressed
using linguistic terms defined in the users’ profile. Depending on the users’ preference, the answers can be precise
(tuples from the initial database), imprecise defined with
the summaries linguistic variables, or imprecise defined with
the users’ linguistic variables. However, the second case is
questionable. Indeed, if users do not accept the linguistic
variables of the summaries in the queries, why would they
accept them in the answer? Thus, this case will not be
considered.
This section shows how Algorithm 1 can be adapted to the
case of imprecise queries, leading to an exact computation
of the results. Then, approximate (and faster) algorithms are
proposed in the next section.
Basically, the precision of queries is not really a characteristic of Algorithm 1. Then, the main part of this algorithm
is the same: only the query rewriting and the filtering parts
are modified.
As previously, the algorithm consists in obtaining the
smallest set of summaries which represent all the answer
tuples. Then, once the tuples are retrieved from the summaries, the filtering step consists in rejecting false positives.
There are no false-negative tuples. And finally, depending on
the user’s choice, the retrieved tuples can be rewritten using
their linguistic variables. In fact, this last step consists in
“summarizing” the retrieved tuples, using the user’s linguistic
variables.
In order to obtain the smallest set of summaries which
represent all the answer tuples, the query has to be rewritten.
For each attribute, the linguistic terms of the query (from
the user’s linguistic variables) are rewritten by the smallest
superset of linguistic terms from the summaries linguistic
variables, using the fuzzy inclusion:
F ⊆ G iff ∀x ∈ F, µF (x) ≤ µG (x) .
An example of such a rewriting is shown on Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. The user’s term medium (dashed line) is rewritten with the terms
of the summaries “soft or hard” (depicted in gray).

Querying the summaries and retrieving the answer tuples
is performed as in Algorithm 1.
Then, if the users require precise answers, the retrieved
tuples are just given. If they want answers expressed with
their linguistic variables, the tuples have to be rewritten
accordingly. As this rewriting process is a summarization
process, S AINTETIQ could be used for this task, for instance
in its web service form described in [13]. For instance, this
could allow the user to get the most informative granularity
in the representation of the answer.
If only few tuples are considered, a simpler resultsformatting algorithm can be considered. It roughly consists
in rewriting each tuple with the accurate linguistic term (and
keeping only one occurrence of similar rewritings), as on
the one-dimensional example of Fig. 6. This is equivalent to
considering only leaf-summaries in S AINTETIQ.
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Fig. 6. The 7 answer values are “summarized” with the user’s terms
“moderated or normal” (depicted in gray).

This procedure can be roughly described by Algorithm 2
(repairing queries in case of null answer has been removed
for the sake of simplicity).
Algorithm 2 exact querying algorithm with users’ linguistic terms
Input: QueryInit // Initial query from the user
Input: SummTree // Tree of summaries produces by SAINTE TIQ
Input: Profile // Profile of the user (containing their linguistic terms)
// Rewrite the query with the user’s linguistic variables as in Fig. 5
Q ← Rewrite(QueryInit, Profile.LinguisticVar)
// Query the Tree of Summaries using algorithms in [8]
AnsSet ← SummQueryingAlg(SummTree, Q)
// Retrieve precise tuples from the answer summaries
PrecAnsSet ← {}
for all S in AnsSet do
PrecAnsSet ← PrecAnsSet ∪ TuplesFromSumm(S)
end for
// Filter out the tuples according to initial query
PrecAnsSet ← FilterOut(PrecAnsSet, QueryInit)
// Rewrite (summarize) answer tuples with user’s terms
FinalAnsSet ← Summarize(PrecAnsSet)
Output: FinalAnsSet // set of answer expressed with user’s terms

The main drawback of this method is the computational
time, as it comes from the summaries terms to the users’
terms through the database tuples. Now, the difference between this procedure and a personalized classical querying

system is the use of the database summaries as a multidimensional index to retrieve the tuples. Indeed, a system which
would make use of the user’s linguistic terms (in both the
queries and the answers) and a classical querying system
would have the same rewriting processes, both for the queries
and the answers formatting. Thus, retrieving the tuples from
the database is not a step due to the use of summaries, but
inherent to the personalization process. Among the advantages of the summaries, along with the above-mentioned use
as a multidimensional index, the SAINTETIQ summarization
process can be used to format the answers according to the
users’ profile.
Even if retrieving the database tuples could not be avoided
for an exact computation of the results, it would be interesting to jump straightforwardly from the summaries linguistic
terms to the users’ linguistic terms. This is the topic of the
next section.
C. Imprecise queries - Approximate computation
When a short response time is preferred to an exact answer,
one can avoid retrieving the database tuples in the algorithm
from the previous section. This can be achieved in two
different ways, with two different meanings of the results.
First consider Algorithm 3. It is obtained straightforwardly
from Algorithm 2. The query is rewritten, and the summaries
queried the same way. Once the answer summaries are
retrieved, they are now directly rewritten using the user’s
linguistic variables.
The answer summaries (AnsSet), to be rewritten using
the user’s vocabulary, represent a set containing all the
answer tuples. The only way to rewrite the answer summaries
without losing any of the answer tuples is to build a superset
of the summaries.
Algorithm 3 Approximate, fast querying algorithm
Input: QueryInit // Initial query from the user
Input: SummTree // Tree of summaries produces by SAINTE TIQ
Input: Profile // Profile of the user (containing their linguistic terms)
// Rewrite the query with the user’s linguistic variables as on Fig. 5
Q ← Rewrite(QueryInit, Profile.LinguisticVar)
// Query the Tree of Summaries using algorithms in [8]
AnsSet ← SummQueryingAlg(SummTree, Q)
// Rewrite answer summaries with user’s terms
FinalAnsSet ← Rewrite(AnsSet, Profile.LinguisticVar)
Output: FinalAnsSet // set of answer expressed with user’s terms

The final answers are similar to sets of summaries. For the
users to accurately make use of these answers, their meaning
has to be clearly understood.
An empty set of answers (FinalAnsSet) guarantees
that there is really no answer tuple. A non-empty set only
means that it is possible that answer tuples exist, but nothing
can be guaranteed. This is due to the first rewriting, as the
rewritten query captures more tuples than the initial one.
However, if there exist real answer tuples (the ones retrieved
by Algorithm 2), they are covered by the set of answers
(FinalAnsSet).

The advantages of Algorithm 3, are the efficiency of
the computation and the use of the user’s vocabulary. Its
drawback, besides a new loss of precision, is the fact that
only null answers can be guaranteed.
In some cases, it can be more interesting to guarantee
that there are answers instead of guaranteeing null answers
only. This can be achieved using another algorithm, similar
to Algorithm 3, but for the way rewritings are done.
So far, the initial query has been rewritten such that
“nothing is lost” (false positive are added, but no false
negative are forgotten). By contrast, in order to guarantee
the obtained query, no false positive should be added. Then,
the initial query has to be rewritten using subsets of linguistic
terms, as shown on Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. The user’s term rather hard (dashed line) is rewritten with the
terms of the summaries “hard” (depicted in gray).

The second rewriting is achieved the same way: the final
answer is a subset of answer summaries, expressed with the
user’s linguistic terms. In this case, the final answer has
the following meaning. In case of a null answer, nothing
can be guaranteed. Indeed, if it guarantees that there are
no false positive tuples in the final answer, the rewriting
processes may discard false negative tuples. Thus, when the
algorithm gives a null answer, it can be either because there
is no answer tuple or because all answer tuples have been
discarded. In case of a non-null answer, answer tuples (from
the initial database) exist for sure and are located in the given
answer. However, not all the answer tuples are captured in
this case.
The drawback of this algorithm is that a null answer is
likely to be obtained when the granularity in the query and
in the database summaries is comparable. Indeed, non-null
answer can be obtained only if linguistic terms from the
summaries are included in the ones from the query, for each
attribute. That means only if the query if “very” imprecise.
If this algorithm has to be used, it can be wise to choose
a fine partition of the linguistic variables domains for the
database summarization, with the drawback of a less efficient
summarization process.
Also note that the two approximate algorithms proposed
here can be used together, as one guarantees null answers
and the other guarantees non-null answers. This dual approach can be viewed as reasoning with both possibility and
necessity (see e.g. [15]).
V. C ONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, the use of data summaries in personalization
of database querying has been studied. This work can be
seen under two aspects, first as introducing summarization

techniques into a flexible query answering system, and second as introducing personalization (by means of user-chosen
linguistic terms) in a querying system based on summaries.
Under the first aspect, the main advantages of using
SAINTETIQ summaries is a response time gain, either because the summaries act as a multidimensional index, or
because the summaries only are queried, instead of the
whole database. This is of interest when huge databases
are considered. About the specific aspect of indexing, this
work has shown close links between the considered kind
of summarization process and multidimensional indexing.
These links are currently studied.
About the second aspect, it has been shown that the
use of linguistic terms allows the users to define their
own meaningful vocabulary, and then the most appropriate
granularity in both the query and the answer.
Several methods have been proposed. From a querying
point of view, the best method consists in building userspecific summaries, as in this case the queries and summaries
share the same vocabulary. As a consequence, the querying
algorithms are based on boolean (and then efficient) operations. But maintaining user-specific summaries is hardly
conceivable when numerous users are considered.
Then, two alternatives have been proposed. The first one
consider group profiles in order to reduce the number of
managed summaries. In this case, the querying process
remains boolean, but the users have to use the vocabulary
of their group. This is not ideal from a personalization point
of view. The second alternative consists in building only
one SAINTETIQ summaries hierarchy using ad hoc linguistic
terms, and querying these summaries with other linguistic
terms. Several querying algorithms have been proposed in
this case, allowing for exact, or approximate computation.
However, this work was a first step in the querying of
summaries with ad hoc linguistic terms. In this first step,
only simple conditions have been considered, which lead
to several limitations, in particular from a personalization
point of view. For instance, the users’ vocabulary, stored in
their profile has been limited to one linguistic variable per
attribute. This limitation does not allow the user to adapt the
granularity level from one query to the other, or to ask for
different granularity levels in the query and the answer.
Then a next step will consist in extending the users’ profile
management.

In addition, it has been shown that the granularity of
the linguistic variables used to build the database summary
is of importance for both the summarization process, and
the accuracy of the approximate algorithms answers. The
consequences of this granularity remain to be precisely
studied, for the right level to be automatically defined when
summarizing a database.
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